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Dynamics of fabric and dryer sheet motion in domestic clothes dryers

C. R. Jonesa , A. Coronab, C. Amadorc, and P. J. Fryera

aSchool of Chemical Engineering, University of Birmingham, Edgbaston, Birmingham, UK; bP&G Fabric & Home Care Innovation
Centre, Cincinnati, OH, USA; cP&G Technical Centres Limited, Longbenton, UK

ABSTRACT
Positron emission particle tracking (PEPT) has been used to investigate the motion of radio-
actively labeled tracer particles attached to fabrics and solid fabric enhancer (SFE) delivery
articles, such as dryer sheets, in the domestic clothes dryer. This work examines the dynam-
ics of motion within the dryer across a range of operating conditions. Six regions within the
dryer drum are identified, demonstrating the range of movements experienced by items
during tumbling. These show clear correlation with existing flow regimes describing behav-
ior of granular media in rotating drums. Fabric motion is primarily cataracting to maximize
the surface area of fabric available to interact with drying air in the falling region, with
some conditions moving toward centrifuging or cascading flows. Movement in the axial dir-
ection was significantly slower than the primary radial flow. Dryer sheets were more prone
to centrifuging than fabrics, with significant time spent in contact with the drum wall.
Conversely, a wool dryer ball was more likely to cascade, spending time mixed into the top
of a fabric bed which forms in the impact and lifting regions. Behavior in this bed is primar-
ily determined by frictional interactions with the drum wall, which subsequently affects
behavior in the 5 remaining regions. The most significant changes to this behavior were
observed when changing fabric moisture content and volumetric fill ratio, with wet fabrics
and smaller load sizes both exhibiting faster falling speeds and spending more time in the
fabric bed. The changes were most significant in the lifting, falling and detachment regions,
with varying acceleration and shearing likely to influence both fabric wear and SFE delivery.
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1. Introduction

Clothes drying is a common household process based
on a simple principle; fabrics tumble in a drum
through a flow of hot air, aiding the evaporation of
water remaining after washing. Existing literature has
routinely considered the dryer using black box
thermodynamic models.[1–3] This has led to recent
improvements in dryer efficiency and the development
of so called ‘high-efficiency’ appliances.[4,5] However,
consumer perception of drying performance considers
more than just final fabric moisture content.

Surface feel, odor, wrinkling, and static cling are
important factors, difficult to control with changes to the
drying process alone. These benefits may be delivered by
the addition of solid fabric enhancers (SFE) to the dryer
using products such as dryer sheets. During drying, the
SFE mixture is transferred to items of clothing in sur-
face-surface interactions. These include direct contact
between dryer sheets and fabrics, indirect transfer via the
drum wall and secondary transfer between fabrics, as

shown in Figure 1. Without a full understanding of dry-
ing, development of these products has been limited to
time and labor-intensive trial and error approaches. The
behavior of items within the dryer, including interactions
between fabrics, SFE coated articles and the dryer drum,
will be significant in both the drying process and delivery
of fabric care benefits. This work examines the dynamics
of fabric and dryer sheet motion within the dryer to aid
the development of new appliances, fabric enhancers,
and delivery articles. The objective is to further under-
standing of behavior of these items throughout different
regions of the dryer and along the length of the drying
cycle (i.e., as moisture content decreases) for a range of
consumer representative load conditions.

1.1. Motion in industrial rotating drums

Front loading domestic tumble dryers are fundamen-
tally rotating drums, a unit operation which has been
examined extensively. They are widely used in the
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chemical and pharmaceutical industries for the mix-
ing, drying, and comminution of primarily particu-
late materials.[6]

Henein et al.[7] characterized flows in rotating drums
in terms of the Froude number, Fr ¼ x2R

g , where x is
angular drum speed (rad s�1), R is drum radius (m)
and g is gravitational acceleration (m s�1). This is the
ratio of centripetal to gravitational forces. As Froude
number increases for a given fill media, flow transitions
through the regimes shown in Figure 2. Flows with
higher Froude numbers (large diameter or fast-rotating
drums) exhibit a cascading or cataracting motion due
to the higher centripetal forces. For Fr > 1, the flow
transitions to a centrifuging motion as centripetal forces
outweigh gravitational forces. As flow transitions
through these regimes the media is transported higher
in the static bed before detaching. Cascading sets in
when the surface layer begins to arch, forming a cres-
cent shape. As Fr increases further, media is flung from
the bed into the free space of the drum, falling over the
static bed and reattaching toward the base in a cascad-
ing motion. In these regimes the assumption of static
flow in the bed breaks, with sheared layers forming.
With further increases of Fr, the media is flung a greater

distance across the drum until those at the extremes
adhere to the wall giving full rotation in a centrifuging
motion.[8,9] For the same drum design and rotational
speed (i.e., constant Fr), behavior is affected by the
volumetric fill level of the drum and friction coefficient
between the drum wall and media. Lower volumetric
fill levels lead to more cataracting, or at the extreme
centrifuging, motion. Increasing the friction coefficient
between the drum wall and media or adding internal
lifters to the drum has the same effect.[7]

In a rotating drum dryer, most evaporation occurs
during the free fall period where the large surface
contact between solid and gas phases, maximizes heat
transfer from the hot air stream to the wet media.[10]

To increase solid-gas interaction the Froude number
must be chosen to ensure operation in the cataracting
regime, where materials occupy the maximum drum
volume.[7,11] Moving into the centrifuging or cascad-
ing regimes reduces interaction as material spends
more time pressed against the outer drum wall or in
the surface layer, respectively.

The Froude number shows drum size plays an
important role. Other variables that influence motion
include the volumetric fill ratio of media in the drum

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the interactions involved in SFE delivery in the dryer drum.

Figure 2. Flow regimes in rotating drums with increasing Froude number.[7]
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and ratio of characteristic length of media to drum
radius.[12] A number of scaling relationships have
been reported based on the change of velocity with
depth in the central flowing layer. These do not fit
cascading or cataracting flows, such as those seen in
the clothes dryer, due to the complex curved profile
of the surface layer and shearing in the lifted bed.
Govender[9] reviews relevant scaling laws for lower
Froude numbers.

Most investigations of motion in rotating drums
focus on a two-dimensional projection of the radial
movement of media for the full axial depth of the
drum. While some axial motion does occur, this is
generally much slower than radial movement.[12] In
systems where significant axial motion is required this
must be induced through drum design using an axial
incline or internal lifters.[13]

1.2. Visual analysis of fabric motion

Studying motion in rotating drums presents challenges
due to the opaque nature of both the drum and fill
media. Visual imaging techniques have been used to
examine motion of textiles in domestic front-loading
washing machines and tumble dryers. Yun et al.[14]

developed a tracking method using a modified trans-
parent washer and high-speed camera. Only a single
fabric item was included, over a short time period, so
data are unlikely to be fully representative of fab-
ric motion.

The method was revised by Wei et al.[15] to investi-
gate motion in a tumble dryer. Results for fabric
motion are purely qualitative; however, some initial
insight into bulk fabric movement in the dryer is
given. Outline patterns were categorized according to
four regimes, similar to those shown in Figure 2. The
drying rate was highest in the cataracting regime,
as expected.

Yu and Ding[16] and Yu et al.[17] used a similar
high-speed visual tracking system with a thresholding
method to identify the tracer fabric. A bulk region
with little relative motion between fabrics was
observed along the drum wall as items were lifted.
These then detached and fell through a high velocity
disperse region before impacting the drum wall and
rapidly decelerating. This behavior is in line with a
cataracting flow of granular media as discussed above.

Visual methods give useful insight into general fab-
ric motion in the dryer, but have drawbacks. As the
fabric is opaque, tracer fabrics can only be detected
when adjacent to transparent walls. Location tracking
based on the visible fabric area is also susceptible to

high error, and will be sensitive to load size and fabric
size changes that impact visibility of the tracer, lead-
ing to inconsistencies in results.

1.3. Positron emission particle tracking

A number of nonvisual techniques have been
employed to track motion in opaque drums, including
MRI and X-Ray imaging.[9] One of the most success-
ful methods is Positron Emission Particle Tracking
(PEPT), developed at the University of Birmingham
using a modified ADAC Fort�e medical PET scanner
to allow detection of a radioactively labeled tracer.[18]

Glass bead tracer particles can be produced by direct
activation to produce a structural layer of the radionu-
cleotide Fluorine-18. This undergoes bþ decay, emit-
ting a positron which annihilates with a nearby
electron to produce two co-linear c-ray photons.
When a pair of coincident photons impact the detec-
tors on either side of the system being investigated,
their locations are recorded as a timestamped line of
response, LoR. A tracking algorithm is then used to
triangulate the location of the tracer particle.[19,20]

Windows-Yule et al.[21] give a comprehensive review
of the technique.

PEPT enables 3D tracking of particles traveling at
high speed in opaque systems. This allows investiga-
tion of time averaged behavior for the full system, giv-
ing it many advantages over visual tracking. PEPT has
been used extensively to study motion in rotating
drums, including a study into fabric movement in a
front-loading washing machine by Mac
Namara et al.[22]

Recent advances in PEPT[23] have included devel-
opment of a machine-learning based algorithm for
tracer trajectory tracking. This calculates tracer coor-
dinates based on the same LoRs as the older
‘Birmingham’ method, but with significantly improved
accuracy and temporal resolution, able to locate a
tracer particle every 0.25ms with an error of less than
0.5mm. The PEPT-ML algorithm uses a 2-pass clus-
tering method based on the HDB-SCAN clustering
algorithm,[24] outputting a set of highly accurate tracer
trajectories for analysis. The algorithm used here was
implemented in Python (v3.7.4) and is available from
https://github.com/uob-positron-imaging-centre/pept.

2. Materials and methods

Drying experiments were carried out in PEPT using a
Maytag 3LMEDC315FW 10.5 kg American style
vented tumble dryer and Hotpoint V4D01P 4 kg
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compact vented tumble dryer. These were chosen to
give insight into behavior in dryers across the avail-
able range of sizes and enable investigation into the
effects of scale. The dryer specifications are detailed in
Table 1.

Both dryers were modified to disable the heater
and stop the reverse action of the motor. This meant
only ambient air entered the dryer drum, minimizing
evaporation of moisture from fabrics, and enabled a
pseudo steady state flow to be reached, allowing calcu-
lation of time averaged Eulerian data for both wet and
dry conditions. These were investigated separately to
understand how motion changes throughout the dry-
ing cycle. The drum design and rotational speed is as
supplied by the manufacturer to ensure results are
representative of consumer drying conditions.
Experiments consisted of an equilibration period of
10min followed by 30min of data acquisition. Initial
scoping experiments determined the tracer particle
would make sufficient passes through each section of
the drum in this time to assume ergodicity.

Fabric bundles were prepared to represent a range
of loads used by consumers. All fabrics were 2-ply
cotton ballast sheets supplied by Calderon Textiles
(USA). The surface density of dry fabrics was
526 ± 1 g m�2, calculated by placing samples of known
surface area in an oven at 80 �C for 4 h. The equilib-
rium moisture content of the fabric was 4.8% (dry
basis) when left in a climate-controlled laboratory at
18 ± 2 �C and 45 ± 5% RH for 24 h. This moisture con-
tent represents ‘dry’ conditions. To investigate wet
conditions fabrics were soaked in water for 30min
then spun dry in a White Knight 28009W Gravity
Drain Spin Dryer, emulating the rinse and spin cycles
of a domestic washing machine. The bundle was
weighed before soaking and after spin drying to
ensure a moisture content of 40 ± 2% (dry basis) was
achieved, henceforth referred to as ‘wet’ conditions.
This is typical of fabric moisture content following
washing under consumer representative conditions.
Over the course of the experiment minimal evapor-
ation occurred, with the moisture content falling no
more that 3%.

For the larger dryer, dry fabric bundle sizes of 2 kg,
4.5 kg, and 7 kg were used. Each fabric sheet was
0.50� 0.50m2. Initial experiments suggested the effect
of fabric size was minimal compared to the impact of
load size or moisture content, so was deemed beyond
the scope of this study. For the smaller dryer 0.5 kg,
1.25 kg, and 2 kg fabric bundles were used, which rep-
resents equivalent volumetric fill ratios to the larger
dryer assuming the change in packing density due to
height variations is negligible. The fabrics used for the
smaller dryer were 0.33� 0.33m2, representing the
same fabric length to dryer diameter ratio as those
used for the larger dryer. All bundle weights were
within ±0.1 kg and fabric sheets were within ±0.01m
of the stated values. As it is not possible to measure
the volume occupied by fabrics during drying, load
sizes have been specified by dry fabric weight. The
volumetric fill level in the drum is proportional to
load weight assuming there is negligible increase in
compression for larger loads.

The coefficient of friction between the fabrics and a
stainless steel sheet representative of the drum wall
material was recorded using a ForceBoard friction
tester under ambient conditions with wet and dry fab-
rics prepared as described above. A vertical load of
1.5 ± 0.4N was applied to each fabric sample, and the
relative velocity between the fabric sample and stain-
less steel surface was set to 10mm/s. Measurements
were repeated 10 times with 3 separate samples for
each set of conditions.

A single 4mm glass bead tracer particle weighing
0.082 ± 0.002 g was glued to the center of one fabric
sheet in each PEPT experiment. Figure 3 shows the
tracer particle attachment location and resultant LoRs.
The location of the tracer was considered an average
for the whole sheet; however, this method excludes
understanding of deformation and the behavior of the
fabric edges. To give insight into these, additional
experiments were carried out with the tracer at the
corner of a fabric sheet. Experiments also studied a
tracer particle attached to the center of an article rep-
resenting a dryer sheet; a spun bonded PET substrate
measuring 0.15� 0.23 ± 0.005m2 and weighing
2.2 ± 0.05 g. Sheets with no SFE were used to ensure
constant mass. The surface density of the sheet was
63.8 ± 0.5 g m�2, much lower than that of the fabric
items. Final experiments were carried out using a
wool ‘dryer ball’ with a tracer glued inside a small
surface incision. This spherical ball had a diameter of
7.5 ± 0.5 cm and mass of 50.3 ± 2.0 g. The mass of the
tracer particle was small compared to that of the

Table 1. Dryer specifications
Parameter Hotpoint Maytag

Nominal dryer capacity (kg) 4 10.5
Drum diameter (m) 0.45 0.69
Drum depth (m) 0.35 0.56
Lifter height from wall (m) 0.043 0.107
Number of lifters 3 3
Lifter angle (front face to drum wall) 120� 112�
Drum rotational speed (rpm) 57 55
Drum wall Froude number, Fr 0.82 1.15
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fabric, dryer sheet and wool ball, so had minimal
effect on their motion.

2.1. Data processing and analysis

The PEPT-ML tracking algorithm outputs time-
stamped Cartesian x, y, z coordinates. Each data set
was analyzed using purpose written scripts in
MATLAB R2019b, available upon request. The tracer
locations are first transposed to align the center of the
dryer drum with the origin.

2.1.1. Tracer velocity and acceleration
Due to the inherent noise in PEPT data, a simple
two-point differentiation method (i.e., distance divided
by time for successive points) yields velocity estimates
with a high error. To overcome this a 2nd order poly-
nomial can be fitted to a series of data points as a
function of time using the least squares method, fol-
lowing the method used by Mac Namara et al.[22]

2.1.2. Eulerian profiles
Analysis of individual Lagrangian trajectories is diffi-
cult so to understand overall fabric motion these were
converted to Eulerian flow fields. A two-dimensional
radial projection of the dryer drum was divided into a
grid of square cells, each measuring 0.01 times the
drum radius. An x� y grid was used as it was antici-
pated there would be limited motion in the axial, z,
direction.[12] For this grid size a tracer particle in a
1.25 kg load of dry fabrics in the small dryer entered
each cell on average 60.9 ± 34.2 times in a 30min
experiment, allowing accurate calculation of time
averaged values. Velocity, acceleration, and occupancy,
defined as the time spent in each cell as a fraction of
the total experimental time, were calculated as in Mac
Namara et al.[22]

For the large dryer, it was only possible to fit half
of the total height within the PEPT camera field of
view at any one time. As such, data was recorded for
the top and bottom halves of the drum separately,
with comparable conditions maintained across repeat
experiments. Lagrangian analysis of the tracer trajecto-
ries was carried out individually for each repeat
experiment. These were converted to Eulerian profiles
for each half of the drum and the two plots combined
to produce the full flow field.

The percentage difference in Eulerian velocity
between the same cell in two separate experiments
was found by calculating the difference between the
velocity in the two experiments, divided by the vel-
ocity from the first experiment. This can be carried
out over the whole drum, and the mean and standard
deviation of these percentage differences found.

2.1.3. Axial and radial displacement
Time averaged velocity, acceleration, and occupancy
profiles are useful to understand the bulk behavior of
fabrics and delivery articles. However, they give little
insight into the degree of mixing in the dryer.
Effective mixing is required to ensure the delivery art-
icle deposits SFE uniformly over the full surface area
of the fabric load. Insight into this behavior can be
gained by considering the change in axial and radial
position of the tracer during each rotation. The loca-
tion of the tracer was recorded each time the particle
passed upwards across the horizontal center line of
the drum, i.e., a full rotation was completed. For each
pass the average axial coordinate and radius were cal-
culated and subtracted from the average values of the
previous pass, and data fitted to a probability density
function using a kernel density estimation. The
MATLAB R2019b ‘ksdensity’ function with a normal
kernel smoother was used to calculate estimates, with
the optimal bandwidth for a normal density

Figure 3. Schematic representation of (a) a tracer particle attached to a fabric sheet tumbling in a dryer and (b) lines of response
from the tracer particle to the PEPT detector heads.
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estimation calculated, as described by Bowman and
Azzalini.[25] As a continuous tracer trajectory could
not be recorded for the large dryer, this analysis was
only possible for the smaller dryer.

2.1.4. Effective Froude number
Froude number, as discussed in section 2.1, is a useful
indicator of behavior in rotating drums. However, the
Froude number for the drum wall may not corres-
pond to the behavior of the fill media due to differen-
ces in radial position and velocity. For example, the
linear velocity required to induce centrifugation
decreases as distance from the drum wall increases.
An effective Froude number for a tracer particle
attached to an item within the drum, Frtracer, can be
calculated using measured radius, i.e., the distance
between the tracer and center of the drum and vel-
ocity. Assuming the tracer particle position is a good
representation of the center of mass, the Froude num-
ber for the attached fabric or delivery article can be
defined as shown in Eq. (1).

Fritem � Frtracer ¼ x2
tracer Rtracer

g
¼ v2tracer

Rtracer g
(1)

Centrifugation will occur when centripetal and
gravitational forces are in balance, i.e., Fr ¼ 1:[26]

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Validation of the PEPT method

To test the accuracy of the PEPT equipment and
PEPT-ML algorithm, a tracer particle was attached to
the inside drum wall at a known location and the
drum rotated for 10 cycles. In this time 26,714 data
points were recorded and the mean deviation between
the measured and actual location was 5.39mm in the

x-direction, 3.11mm in the y-direction and 3.50mm
in the z-direction. The standard deviation of measured
coordinates for a tracer particle held stationary at the
center of the dryer drum for 60 s was 1.05mm in the
x-direction, 0.44mm in the y-direction and 0.42mm
in the z-direction. This shows a high degree of accur-
acy for a stationary tracer, with increased noise when
in motion. This has been accounted for in this ana-
lysis using the polynomial fitting method discussed in
section 3.1.1. The accuracy here is less than achieved
by Nicuşan and Windows-Yule[23] due to the high
density of the dryer wall material. The accuracy
achieved is of the same order of magnitude as the
tracer particle diameter, sufficient to calculate highly
accurate tracer trajectories.

3.2. Motion of fabrics

Figure 4 shows example tracer trajectories in the small
dryer drum from (a) front on as if looking through the
dryer door and (b) side on as if looking through the
right side wall. The paths shown demonstrate the range
of trajectories seen while transitioning through the cas-
cading, cataracting, and centrifuging regimes, and are
typical of behavior in both dryers. While some noise
can be observed in the tracer paths, the overall motion
is smooth suggesting little rotation of the fabric sheet
with the tracer attached to the center. If the item was
twisting or deforming the trajectories would be expected
to show oscillatory motion.[22] Figure 4(c) shows a vel-
ocity flow field for a standard load of fabrics in the
small dryer, indicating the direction of travel and mag-
nitude of velocity at each location.

By examining the individual trajectories and overall
flow field, motion can be categorized into 6 regimes.
Approximate locations where these are observed are
overlaid on the flow field shown in Figure 4(c).

Figure 4. Individual tracer trajectories in the small dryer in the (a) x–y and (b) z–y planes, and (c) a velocity flow field for a
1.25 kg load of dry, 0.33� 0.33m2 fabrics in the small dryer with identified regions of motion shown.
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� In the lifting region fabrics follow a circular trajec-
tory near the drum wall, forming a compressed bed.

� In the upper left of the drum trajectories detach
from the wall. The centrifugal forces imparted on
the fabric from the drum are overcome by gravity
and the fabric begins accelerating downwards.[15]

Detachment location is strongly related to lifting
radius, with those closest to the drum wall gener-
ally detaching last as centrifugal forces are largest.

� Most fabrics then free fall through the disperse
region in a cataracting motion (Fr < 1), as
described in section 2.1, before impacting the fab-
ric bed below.

� The items which detach last will often follow a
higher trajectory, with some moving toward the
centrifuging regime (Fr � 1); i.e. they remain close
to the drum wall and form the base of the fabric
bed on their next rotation, tending to directly
impact the drum wall rather than the bed
of fabrics.

� Fabrics traveling further than 0.08 m from the
drum wall have little kinetic energy and may
detach very early, entering the slow-moving stag-
nant zone close to the center of rotation (–0.077,
–0.027 in Figure 4(c)) in the lower left quadrant.

The lifting action of the drum was seen to extend
past the lifter tip radius, suggesting lifting is deter-
mined by a combination of fabric-wall, fabric-lifter,
and fabric-fabric interactions. Comparing the radial
and axial views in Figure 4(a,b) shows motion is pri-
marily two-dimensional, with much less forward and
backward movement.

3.3. Fabric velocity and acceleration

Figure 5 shows the Eulerian velocity, acceleration and
occupancy profiles for a tracer attached to the center

of a fabric sheet in the 1.25 kg dry load experiment
using the small dryer. For these plots, position, vel-
ocity and acceleration are given as a fraction of the
equivalent value for the dryer drum wall, represented
by the black circle. In the following, data will be pre-
sented from the small dryer drum, with differences
between the two drum sizes discussed in section 4.5.1.

During lifting, fabrics in direct contact with the
drum wall had a tracer velocity close to the drum
rotational speed. Fabrics here are strongly influenced
by the drum wall with frictional forces between the
two pulling fabrics upwards, aided by the motion of
the lifters. Some slipping occurs, leading to the slightly
lower velocity of fabrics compared to the drum. For
passes of the tracer further from the wall the velocity
was lower, falling linearly from a radius of R (i.e., in
contact with the drum wall) to 0:4 R in the lifting
region. Some decrease is expected due to the change
in rotational speed with radius. However, the observed
reduction in the lifting region is much greater than
would be seen if fabrics were rotating as a solid body.
Along the horizontal center line, the mean tracer vel-
ocity at the wall was 87.9% of the drum rotational
speed, falling to 60.2% of the equivalent rotational
speed (U ¼ r � xÞ at r ¼ 0:4 R: The lifting action of
the drum appears less as the radius decreases due to
reduced wall-fabric interactions, with fabric reliant on
frictional forces with other items for lifting. The
resulting shearing action between layers of fabric will
likely have significant implications for SFE delivery.
The tracer velocity was consistent throughout the
height of the lifting region for a given radius and
increasing angular coordinate, with the Eulerian veloc-
ities in the cells along a radius of 0:9 R having a
standard deviation of 0.0124.

Figure 6(a–c) shows the x, y, and z components of
velocity that make up the profile of Figure 5(a), giving
additional insight into the travel of the tracer particle.
As expected, velocity in the x-direction is positive in

Figure 5. Eulerian velocity, acceleration and occupancy profiles, normalized against the equivalent values for the drum wall, for a
tracer particle attached to the center of a fabric sheet in a 1.25 kg load of dry, 0.33� 0.33m2 fabrics in the small dryer.
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the top half of the drum as the tracer moves from left
to right, and negative in the bottom half as it moves
back to the left. The same phenomenon is observed in
the y-velocity profile as the tracer moves up with a
positive velocity and down with a negative velocity, in
line with the direction of travel of the drum wall. As
the tracer approaches its highest point, the y-compo-
nent of velocity shown in Figure 6(b) begins to
decrease as the fabric accelerates downwards in the
detachment segment. Fabric trajectories transition
from a circular path in the lifting region to a down-
wards parabola in the free fall zone, as shown in
Figure 4. Here the fabric is no longer in contact with
the drum wall, with behavior instead determined by
fabric collisions and gravity. The x-component of vel-
ocity falls slowly as it is only influenced by fabric–fa-
bric interactions here, while the y-component
increases rapidly to a maximum, as shown in Figure 6.
When the fabric impacts the drum wall or fabric bed
below, its velocity increases in the x-direction while
slowing in the y-direction, until its trajectory returns
to the upwards circular path through the lifting zone.

Axial motion is much slower than radial move-
ment. As such the scale for the z-component of vel-
ocity has been reduced by an order of magnitude. In
the lifting region there is no significant motion in the

axial direction as fabrics are held against the wall in a
compressed bed. The z-component of velocity
increases through the detachment and falling regions
to a maximum in the impact zone.

Figure 6(d–f) shows the standard deviation of vel-
ocity in each cell for the x, y, and z-directions. The
velocity range is lowest in the lifting and detachment
regions, where fabrics are in a packed bed pressed
against the drum wall, with little relative motion
between items. The standard deviation in the y-direc-
tion increases toward the top of the lifting zone and
start of the detachment zone. Throughout the falling
zone a standard deviation on the order of ±0.1 times
the drum rotational speed was observed as fabric
motion became independent of the drum wall.
Behavior during falling is influenced by detachment
conditions and interactions with other items, leading
to a wide range of velocities. This increases to a max-
imum in the impact region, where the standard devi-
ation reaches a maximum of ±0.24 times the drum
rotational speed. The complex nature of collisions
with other fabrics and acceleration into the lifting
zone leads to significant variability, suggesting a
shearing action is present in the impact zone. Less
variation is observed in the centrifuging region.
Figure 6(f) shows little variability in the z-direction

Figure 6. Eulerian velocity and velocity standard deviation profiles, normalized against the drum wall velocity, in the x, y, and z-
directions for a tracer particle attached the center of a fabric sheet in a 1.25 kg load of dry, 0.33� 0.33m2 fabrics in the
small dryer.
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throughout the lifting, detachment and centrifuging
zones. This increases in the falling region to a max-
imum upon impact. The range of velocities observed
in the impact region suggest this is key for mixing in
the axial direction. This is important for SFE delivery
and will be explored further in section 4.7.

3.4. Tracer froude number

Figure 7 shows the Froude number (Eq. 1) versus
radius for a tracer particle passing the horizontal axis,
along with the Froude number required for centrifu-
gation (Fr ¼ 1)[26] and expected value for the drum
wall angular velocity, at a number of operating condi-
tions. Note all subplots represent conditions in the
small dryer, except Figure 7(e). A probability density
function for the number of passes at each radius, cal-
culated as described in section 3.1.3, is also shown.
The Froude number calculated at this point is a good
representation of the overall behavior throughout the
height of the lifting zone, and will determine behavior
as the tracer transitions through the centrifugation or
falling and impact regions. Figure 7(a) shows the val-
ues for a tracer particle attached to the center of a
fabric sheet in a dry, 1.25 kg load in the small dryer.
The highest values observed are close to that of the
drum, clearly showing the influence of the wall and
lifters in this region. The amount of wall slip varies,
giving a range of Froude numbers observed at a single

radius. This is likely due to the varying influence of
the lifters, with some passes falling in the gaps
between these and interacting with them less. The
mean Froude number along the horizontal line ranges
from 0.63 at the wall to a minimum of 0.16 at the
boundary with the stagnant core. These values are
consistently below the equivalent for the drum, which
ranges from 0.82 at the wall to 0.33 at a radius of
0:4 R, and are also below Fr ¼ 1, i.e., the value
required for centrifugation. However, some centrifuga-
tion was observed, with the occupancy profile in
Figure 5(c) showing passes through all regions of the
drum. This is due to acceleration in the detachment
region, shown in Figure 5(b), which increases the
Froude number of fabrics closest to the wall above
Fr ¼ 1: As expected, a tracer closer to the wall has a
higher Fr, resulting in later detachment and cataract-
ing behavior. This falls with radius and transitions to
cascading behavior as the tracer approaches the stag-
nant core. The probability density function shows the
highest proportion of passes are between a radius of
0:75 R and 0:9 R, corresponding to Froude numbers
of 0.49 and 0.61, respectively. A low density region is
observed close to the drum wall due to the thickness
of the partially folded fabric. This suspends the tracer
particle away from the wall, leading to a low probabil-
ity of direct tracer-wall contact. The number of passes
between the dense bed region and drum center trails
off as the radius decreases, down to zero at 0:24 R:

Figure 7. Calculated Froude number (Eq. 1) versus radius for a tracer particle passing the horizontal axis for (a) a fabric (center),
(b) fabric (corner), (c) dryer sheet, and (d) wool ball in a 1.25 kg dry load in the small dryer and a fabric (center) in a (e) 4.5 kg dry
load in the large dryer, (f) 2 kg dry load in the small dryer, (g) 0.5 kg dry load in the small dryer and (h) 1.25 kg wet load in the
small dryer, with the Froude number for centrifugation, drum angular velocity (Eq. 5) and probability density function for the
radius of passes shown.
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The Froude number at this position is close to 0.1, at
which behavior transitions from the cataracting to
cascading regime.[8]

3.5. Effect of drying conditions

3.5.1. Effect of dryer size
Figure 8 shows velocity and occupancy profiles, for
the small and large dryer. The dimensionless velocity
values in plots (a) and (d) have been calculated by
dividing the measured velocity by the drum wall vel-
ocity. Comparing plots (b) and (e) shows the absolute
velocity in the two dryers is quite different. Much
higher speeds are reached in the lifting and falling
regions for the large dryer due to the higher drum
wall rotational speed and free fall distance, with calcu-
lated Eulerian velocities 33.0 ± 10.7% above those in
the small drum. However, when the same data is pre-
sented as a fraction of the drum wall velocity in plots
(a) and (d), behavior is seen to be similar.
Dimensionless velocities in the large dryer were on
average 8.5% lower than the small dryer with a stand-
ard deviation of 7.9%, likely due to increased slipping
in the lifting zone. The occupancy profile shows a
thinner fabric bed in the larger dryer, with fabrics in
this region spending more time close to the drum

wall. Cells in the bed typically have an occupancy
value above 2� 10�4. In the lower left quadrant of the
drum 42.3% of cells in the small drum and 29.2% of
cells in the large drum were above this threshold, for
equivalent load sizes. For the same region the total
occupancies were similar, 34.3% for the small drum
and 31.0% for the large drum. This suggests fabrics
occupy a smaller fractional volume close to the drum
wall in the larger drum, increasing their average
radius during lifting and leading to later detachment,
with behavior closer to centrifugation.

The difference in Froude number between the two
dryers, Fr ¼ 0:82 for the small drum and Fr ¼
1:15 for the large drum, suggests behavior for an
identical fill media would transition through the flow
regimes shown in Figure 2, toward centrifuging
behavior.[8] This is in line with the thinner bed and
higher Froude number observed in Figure 7(c), result-
ing in later detachment in the larger dryer. The mean
tracer Fr observed in the larger dryer ranged from
0.78 at the wall to a minimum of 0.10. While higher
than those observed for the small dryer, this range is
still in the cataracting regime. The small amount of
centrifugation occurring is likely due to acceleration
in the subsequent detachment region. In the upper
right quadrant of the drum the proportion of time

Figure 8. Eulerian dimensionless velocity, dimensional velocity and occupancy profiles for a tracer particle attached the center of a
fabric sheet in (a–c) a 1.25 kg load of dry, 0.33� 0.33m2 fabrics in the small dryer and (d–f) a 4.5 kg load of dry, 0.5� 0.5m2 fab-
rics in the large dryer.
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spent within 0:1 R of the drum wall (i.e., trajectories
following a centrifuging path adjacent to the wall) fell
from 1.1% of experimental time for the large drum to
0.4% for the small drum. When operating at a con-
stant volumetric fill level and characteristic length,
behavior is predicted well by drum Froude number.
However, other factors are also involved, such as lifter
design and drum wall friction, which have not been
examined in this work.

3.5.2. Effect of fabric moisture content
A number of operating conditions may influence fab-
ric and delivery article motion in the dryer. The aim
of drying is to reduce the moisture content of fabrics
to their equilibrium level. As such the process is
dynamic, with a constantly decreasing moisture con-
tent that reduces the load mass and will change sur-
face properties including friction coefficients. To
maintain steady state conditions the behavior of wet
and dry fabric loads was investigated separately. The
difference in velocity, acceleration and occupancy
between a wet and dry load is shown for a tracer par-
ticle attached to the center of a fabric item and dryer
sheet in Figure 9. The profiles show the wet value
subtracted from the dry value (i.e., that shown in
Figure 5 above), with negative (blue in the figure)
results suggesting a higher value for wet conditions
and vice versa for positive results.

Dry fabrics traveled 9.9 ± 3.9% faster than wet fab-
rics in the lower left quadrant between R and 0:6 R:
The fraction of experimental time for the same region
increased from 26.8% for dry fabrics to 32.9% under
wet conditions. The lower velocity and higher occu-
pancy seen for wet fabrics during lifting are caused by
increased slipping at the wall, resulting in the lower
Fr seen in Figure 7(h), perhaps due to changes in the
friction coefficient and structural changes to the fab-
rics. Wet fabrics were seen to detach from the wall
and begin falling earlier, reducing the size of the stag-
nant zone, as shown in Figure 9(a). Swelling of the
dual pore fabric structure when saturated with water
reduces deformability and leads to each fabric balling
up around its center of gravity.[22] As moisture con-
tent falls the fabric structure becomes more open. In
the spherical geometry observed under wet conditions
the center of mass of the fabric plug is further from
the drum wall, as seen by the reduced number of
passes adjacent to the wall in Figure 7(h). At this
reduced radius, the tracer Froude number is lower.
The spherical geometry also has a much lower surface
area available for lifting. This effect overcomes the
increase in friction coefficient, from 0.181 ± 0.004 for
dry fabrics to 0.424 ± 0.003 for wet fabrics, calculated
as described in Section 3. The reduction in Froude
number reduces centrifugation, as can be seen in the
occupancy profile in Figure 9(c), with no passes adja-
cent to the wall shown in the upper right quadrant.

Figure 9. Difference in Eulerian velocity, acceleration and occupancy profile, normalized against the equivalent values for the
drum wall, between a wet and dry load of fabrics for a tracer particle attached to (a–c) the center of a fabric sheet and (d–f) a
dryer sheet in a 1.25 kg load of 0.33� 0.33m2 fabrics in the small dryer.
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However, the free fall velocity of wet fabrics increased
significantly, with impacting items traveling up to
0.70m s�1 faster than the dry equivalent. This caused
a higher deceleration upon impact which could
increase fabric wear. The higher speeds observed
under wet conditions are due to the same structural
differences between wet and dry fabrics. The spherical
structure of wet fabrics reduce interaction with other
items. Under dry conditions the higher fabric surface
area available increases fabric–fabric interactions,
dampening its initial acceleration.

3.5.3. Effect of load size
The most significant condition to influence behavior
in the dryer was load size. Figure 10 shows the differ-
ence in velocity, acceleration and occupancy between
a 0.5 and 2 kg load for both a fabric item and dryer
sheet. A positive (red) result indicates a higher value
was observed for the 0.5 kg load than the 2 kg load,
and vice versa for a negative (blue) result. The velocity
profile in Figure 10(a) shows no significant changes in
the lifting and detachment zones. However, as the fill
level increases the fabric bed in the lifting region
grows, as shown in Figure 10(c). Fabrics are more
likely to be further from the wall in the stagnant core,
traveling at a much lower velocity. This can be seen
in Figure 7(f,g) where the number of passes drops
sharply between 0:7 R and 0:8 R for the small load,
compared to a more gradual decline for the larger

load. Fabrics are more frequently close to the drum
wall in the small load, with a higher Fr and later
detachment point. Items that are lifted up to the
detachment zone in the large load fall onto those in
the core region below, obstructing their path and
resulting in slower observed velocities in the falling
region. Conversely, in the smaller load fabrics could
move around without interacting with other items
and reached significantly higher velocities when fall-
ing. The mean velocity in the upper right quadrant of
the drum was 14.7 ± 12.4% higher for the 0.5 kg load
than the 2 kg load. This causes considerable deceler-
ation upon impact which may again influence fab-
ric wear.

3.6. Fabric and delivery article behavior

3.6.1. Tracer particle location on fabric sheets
For the majority of experiments the tracer particle
was attached to the center of a fabric sheet. This was
assumed to represent the center of mass and give an
average location for the overall fabric sheet. However,
this location does not give a full insight into behavior
at the fabric edges. Mac Namara et al.[22] considered
fabric items as spherical plugs, but here individual
fabrics in the dryer had an open structure. As such
deformation can occur over the total fabric area.
Figure 11 compares velocity, acceleration and occu-
pancy profiles for tracers attached to the center and

Figure 10. Difference in Eulerian velocity, acceleration and occupancy profile, normalized against the equivalent values for the
drum wall, between a 2 and 0.5 kg load of fabrics for a tracer particle attached to (a–c) the center of a fabric sheet and (d–f) a
dryer sheet in a dry load of 0.33� 0.33m2 fabrics in the small dryer.
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corner of a fabric item. In the lifting region the vel-
ocity of the center tracer was higher, an increase of
21.8 ± 5.0% over the corner tracer observed in the
lower left quadrant between R and 0:6 R: This is in
line with observations in section 4.3 that behavior
here depends on frictional interactions between the
drum wall and fabric. The corner tracer spent more
time at the base of the fabric bed, adjacent to drum
wall in the lifting zone. The radius here is determined
in the impact region, where fabric extremes are often
flung out toward the drum wall during the free fall
phase. When falling through the upper right quadrant
between the center and a radius of 0:9 R, the fabric
corner reached speeds on average 13.5 ± 9.2% higher
than at the fabric center. The higher falling speed
causes a corresponding increase in deceleration in the
impact region, reaching values 22.9 ± 25.2% higher for
the corner tracer in the lower right quadrant. This
will likely lead to differences in fabric wear and SFE
delivery across the fabric area.

3.6.2. Dryer sheet motion
Despite the large difference in surface area and mass
between fabrics and dryer sheets, the velocity and
acceleration profiles shown for the two in Figure 11
are similar, with the overall behavior of the dryer
sheet the same as described for a fabric in section 4.2.
The similarities to the motion seen for fabrics suggests
interactions between the two are key in dryer sheet
motion, with frictional forces dragging the sheet from
its expected path. The dryer sheet was found in all
regions of the drum, as shown by the occupancy pro-
file in Figure 11(k) where a white cell would indicate
no passes by the tracer. However, the majority of time
was still spent adjacent to the wall, with key differen-
ces to the profiles shown for fabrics in Figure 11(i,j).
The dryer sheet spent 44.7% of time within 0:1 R of
the drum wall, compared to 17.7% for the fabric cen-
ter tracer. The dryer sheet was marginally slower that
the fabric in the lifting and detachment regions, likely
due to the reduced surface area available to interact

Figure 11. Eulerian velocity, acceleration and occupancy profiles, normalized against the equivalent values for the drum wall, for a
tracer particle attached to the center of a fabric sheet, the corner of a fabric sheet, a dryer sheet and a wool dryer ball in a
1.25 kg load of dry, 0.33� 0.33m2 fabrics in the small dryer.
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with the wall, as observed for fabric edges. The thin
geometry of the dryer sheet also allowed the tracer to
get closer to the drum wall than fabric. While the
mean Fr for a dryer sheet was lower than a fabric at
the same radius, a high proportion of passes were
closer to the wall and hence at higher Froude number.
While only a small proportion of passes followed a
centrifuging path for the full cycle, the high lifting Fr
and acceleration in the detachment zone results in
dryer sheets impacting the drum in the upper right
quadrant, as shown by the high occupancy here in
Figure 11(k).

The dryer sheet velocity was closer to that of the
drum wall in the falling and centrifuging zones. The
Eulerian velocities in the upper right quadrant were
9.4 ± 6.7% lower than fabrics. Behavior is a balance
between the influence of the drum wall and fabrics
through friction, causing mainly centrifuging motion
with some cataracting and cascading behavior. This
could have significant implications for SFE delivery. If
the dryer sheet is pressed against the wall, as shown
occurring in Figure 11(k), its availability for direct
SFE deposition onto fabrics is reduced. Deposition
may be more prominent onto the fabric edges as these
are more likely to occupy this region, shown when
comparing Figure 11(i) and (j). It also increases the
likelihood of secondary transfer, with the wall acting
as an intermediate for transfer between dryer sheets
and fabrics.

Changes to the behavior of dryer sheets under wet
conditions are similar to those observed for fabrics, as
shown in Figure 9. Dryer sheets traveled slower in the
lifting region, detaching earlier and falling 5.8 ± 3.8%
faster under wet conditions compared to the dry
equivalent (in the lower left quadrant between R and
0:6 R). The fraction of experimental time spent in this
zone by a dryer sheet increased from 21.8% under dry
conditions to 26.5% for wet conditions. While the
sheet still occasionally occupied the centrifuging
region, this was much less frequent than for dry con-
ditions. Occupancy between the drum wall and 0:9 R
in the upper left quadrant fell from 5.8% for a sheet
under dry conditions to 1.2% under wet conditions,
with the rest traveling through the main falling region,
defined in Figure 4(c). This results in the dryer sheet
impacting with the main bulk of the fabrics and mix-
ing into the main bed more through the lifting phase,
explaining the increased occupancy observed in the
bulk of the lifting region discussed above. Changes in
dryer sheet location throughout the drying cycle will
likely influence SFE deposition mechanisms, with

more direct fabric-dryer sheet interactions occurring
in the early phases.

The changes observed when increasing load size
were similar for the dryer and fabrics, as shown in
Figure 10. As discussed, dryer sheet motion depends
on that of the surrounding fabrics. The same effect
was seen for both the large and small dryer when
using load sizes of equal volume fraction.

3.6.3. Wool dryer ball motion
In contrast to the behavior of a dryer sheet, the wool
‘dryer ball’ showed no centrifuging behavior. The
occupancy profile in Figure 11(l) shows no time was
spent adjacent to the drum wall in the centrifuging
region and very little time was spent here in the
impact, lifting and detachment zones. Only 11.8% of
experimental time was spent within 0:1 R of the
drum wall and the closest trajectory observed in the
upper left quadrant was 0.023m from the drum wall.
When the dryer ball did enter these regions, the
observed velocity was 10.9 ± 2.2% slower than a fabric.
In the lifting region the occupancy increases through-
out the height of the fabric bed to a high value close
to the surface. In the lower left quadrant between
0:6 R and 0:8 R, i.e., the top of the bed in the lifting
region, the dryer ball spent 17.8% of experimental
time, compared to 11.2% for a fabric and 6.4% for a
dryer sheet. However, the velocity remains below that
of a fabric or dryer sheet in the same location. The
increased distance from the drum wall is as expected
due to the thickness of the wool ball, which reduces
the radius of the center of mass. The reduced velocity
during lifting results in a lower Fr than fabric at the
same radius, similar to the behavior of a dryer sheet,
as shown in Figure 7(d). However, as the ball was fur-
ther from the wall than the sheet behavior was closer
to the cascading regime in the detachment, falling,
and impact regions. The dryer ball tends to detach
much earlier than fabrics and falls close to the drum
center line, resulting in the stagnant zone almost com-
pletely disappearing. The velocity reached in the fall-
ing region is higher, with values in the upper left
quadrant on average 12.9 ± 8.8% higher than those
observed for fabrics. This led to large deceleration
occurring upon impact, on average 44.8 ± 14.8%
higher than the equivalent for fabrics in the lower
right quadrant. As discussed, its early detachment
results in the dryer ball primarily occupying the top
of the fabric bed upon lifting. If a similar spherical
article was used for SFE delivery deposition mecha-
nisms would vary significantly from those for dryer
sheets, with the drum wall being less significant,
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replaced by high velocity impacts and sliding at the
bed surface.

3.7. Axial and radial displacement

Eulerian velocity, acceleration, and occupancy profiles
give useful insight into the time averaged behavior in
a system. However, further understanding can also be
gained from examining the individual Lagrangian tra-
jectories. Figure 12 shows probability density func-
tions for the mean axial and radial displacement
between consecutive tracer rotations. For all operating
conditions investigated functions were largely sym-
metrical, showing an equal probability of displacement
in each direction and a mean displacement of
approximately zero. There was no significant correl-
ation between displacement and mean axial and radial
tracer location, except where the item could only
move away from a system boundary (i.e., at the drum,
front and back walls of the dryer). Figure 6(c) shows
the axial velocity of a fabric sheet in the standard
1.25 kg dry load of fabrics. Axial motion in the lifting

region was limited, with the majority occurring in the
stagnant core or during free fall and impact. This was
observed across all experimental conditions.

The most significant difference in both axial and
radial displacement occurred with load size. The high-
est volumetric fill ratio saw little axial or radial dis-
placement, with the mean value for 80% of passes
changing less than 3.9mm radially and 2.3mm axially.
For the smaller 0.5 kg load, displacement increased in
both directions up to 6.9mm radially and 5.2mm
axially. As discussed in section 4.5.3, reduction in load
size leaves more free space in the drum for fabrics to
move. At the lowest load sizes, mixing in the drum is
increased. The small changes in both axial and radial
position within the drum between consecutive cycles
causes a hysteresis effect, where fabrics are likely to
follow similar behavior for multiple consecutive
passes. Moving to conditions with higher displace-
ment between rotations is likely to increase uniformity
of SFE deposition over the fabric as the delivery art-
icle comes into contact with a higher proportion of
fabrics in the drum.

Figure 12. Probability density functions for the mean radial and axial displacement for (a and d) various load sizes, (b and e)
moisture contents, (c and f) tracer particle locations and SFE delivery articles.
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Under both wet and dry condition fabrics showed
similar amounts of radial displacement. Dryer sheets
also showed comparable behavior under wet condi-
tions. However, in the dry load the radial displace-
ment observed for dryer sheets was reduced, as
shown by the large central peak in Figure 12(b). This
is likely due to the high proportion of time spent in
the centrifuging regime, as discussed in section 4.5.2.
A small increase in radial displacement was observed
for a tracer particle attached to the fabric corner,
compared to the fabric center. The wool dryer ball
showed similar displacement to the fabrics, and
much more than the dryer sheet. Fabrics showed
lower axial displacement than dryer sheets, with both
moving more under wet conditions. The tracer
attached to the fabric corner showed significantly
more axial motion than the tracer at the center. The
dryer ball showed a high amount of axial movement
compared to both fabrics and dryer sheets.
Therefore, it is highly likely to mix well through the
full fabric load. If used for SFE delivery this could
significantly improve uniformity.

4. Conclusions

Positron emission particle tracking has been used to
give useful insight into the behavior of fabrics and
SFE delivery articles in the domestic clothes dryer,
under a range of operating conditions. Trajectories
showed a primarily cataracting motion in a two-
dimensional radial plane. The dryer drum has been
separated into six regions through with the tracer
particle was seen to traverse, with the majority of
passes occurred sequentially through the lifting,
detachment, falling and impact regions. The slowest
moving items moved toward a cascading motion in
a stagnant core, with the fastest tending to centri-
fuge. Dryer sheet behavior was seen to closely fol-
low that of fabrics, with frictional forces between
the two dominating motion of the dryer sheet.
Some small differences were observed, primarily in
the lifting region where dryer sheet velocities were
smaller. Behavior in this zone was determined by
contact area between an item and the drum wall,
with an increase in available area resulting in higher
velocities due to increased frictional forces and
hence reduced slipping. This phenomenon was also
observed when comparing behavior across the fabric
sheet area, with a tracer particle attached to the
corner moving slower during lifting than an equiva-
lent at the center. The ‘dryer ball’ has a much
lower surface area to mass ratio than the dryer

sheet or fabric, resulting in very slow velocities in
the lifting region. However, much faster behavior
was seen throughout the falling, impact and stag-
nant zones. Radius during the lifting phase was
seen to determine detachment location and subse-
quent free fall behavior for all items. Those with a
higher lifting radius were seen to detach later and
reach a greater velocity when falling. This results in
higher deceleration upon impact and may increase
fabric wear. Dryer sheet motion was again influ-
enced by their interactions with fabrics, with a
slightly slower velocity due to slipping effects. Free
fall velocity was seen to change across the fabric
surface, with the corners reaching higher velocities
as these were flung out from the center of gravity.
Occupancy profiles showed substantial changes for
different items. Fabrics spent a high proportion of
time in the lifting and detachment zones, falling
evenly through the free fall region. However, dryer
sheets were more likely to be in direct contact with
the drum wall. This is due to their more centrifug-
ing behavior, which pushes them to the drum wall
during detachment and results in them falling close
to the wall, forming the base of the bed. Dryer balls
showed the opposite behavior, falling early and
being lifted through the top of the bed.

While drum size was seen to have a significant
effect on fabric velocities, good agreement was found
between dimensionless values. Maintaining a con-
stant volumetric fill ratio and fabric to drum length
ratio for dryers with similar rotational speeds showed
comparable time averaged profiles. As such, investi-
gations in to fabric behavior at one scale give a good
representation across the range of commercially
available appliances. Fabric moisture content was
shown to have a marginal impact on fabric and dryer
sheet motion, with the velocity for both decreasing
during lifting and increasing during free fall. Fabric
load size had little effect on lifting behavior but low
load sizes were seen to fall much faster and experi-
ence high deceleration upon impact. As the volumet-
ric fill fraction in the drum increased, less time was
spent by the tracer particle in the bed with a signifi-
cant increase in time spent in the stagnant core.
Work is ongoing to relate the behavior of fabrics and
SFE delivery articles to the flow behavior identi-
fied here.

Nomenclature

Adrum Drum wall acceleration (m s�2)
Atotal Total Eulerian acceleration in a cell (m s�2)
Udrum Drum wall velocity (m s�1)
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Utotal Total Eulerian velocity in a cell (m s�2)
tcell Total time spent in a cell (s)
ttotal Total experimental time (s)
D Difference between two experimental conditions
Fr Froude number
R Drum radius (m)
g Gravitational acceleration (m s�2)
vtracer Linear tracer particle velocity (m s�1)
x Horizontal tracer coordinate (m)
y Vertical tracer coordinate (m)
z Axial tracer coordinate (m)
x Drum wall angular velocity (rad s�1)
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